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ABSTRACT:
The increasing need and use of 3D GIS particularly in urban areas has produced growing attention on building reconstruction, which
attempts to generate geometric and radiometric models of buildings usually from sensory data. The popular data used for building
reconstruction are traditionally aerial or satellite images, more recently airborne LIDAR data, or the combination of these data.
Extensive studies on building reconstruction from these data have developed some competitive algorithms with reasonable
performance and some degree of automation. Nevertheless, the level of details and completeness of the reconstructed building
models often cannot reach the high standards that is now or will be required by 3D GIS in future. Hence, the use of close-range data
that can provide higher resolution and more complete coverage has been intensively emphasized. The representative close-range
sensors are digital cameras and terrestrial laser scanners providing images and points, respectively. We attempted to develop a fusion
approach for building reconstruction from both points and images. The proposed approach was then applied to reconstructing a
building model from real data sets acquired from a large complex existing building. Based on the experimental results, we assured
that the proposed approach cam achieve high resolution and accuracy in building reconstruction. The proposed approach can
effectively contribute in developing an operational system producing large urban models for 3D GIS with reasonable resources.
1. INTRODUCTION
The next generation applications such as Telematics, LBS
(Location Based System), and Ubiquitous has been rapidly
developed in recent years. As the most crucial basis for such
applications, the importance of 3D GIS has been increasingly
emphasized. One of the important components for 3D GIS is
considered as urban models; and hence their acquisition and
periodical update are inevitable to maintain operational 3D GIS.
For reference, the current status and perspectives on 3D GIS are
presented by Stoter and Zlatanova (2003) and Zlatanova et. al.
(2002).
Urban models mainly contain models of artificial structures
such as buildings and roads. Many studies have then focused on
extracting buildings and roads from sensory data in automatic
or semi-automatic ways. Particular interests have been in
building reconstruction, which attempts to generate building
models usually from sensory data. The building models usually
include the geometric descriptions (shapes and positions) and
radiometric descriptions (texture) of a building. The sensory
data used for building reconstruction have been mostly aerial or
satellite images, more recently airborne LIDAR data, or the
combination of these data (Halla and Brenner, 1999; Maas and
Vosselman, 1999; Jung, 2004; Suveg and Vosselman, 2004).
The previous studies on building reconstruction have developed
some competitive algorithms with reasonable performance and
some degree of automation. Nevertheless, the level of details
and completeness of the buildings reconstructed using such
algorithms often cannot reach the high standards that is now or
will be required by 3D GIS in future. This problem mainly
originates from the limitation of the sensors themselves. That is,
since most sensors acquire the data in far-range, for example,
from air or space, they cannot provide the data of sufficiently
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high precision and complete coverage. Hence, the use of closerange sensors has been recommended in such cases.
The most representative close-range sensors are digital cameras
and laser scanners nowadays. The cameras produce images
while the scanner points. The images provide better information
about the edges and corners of buildings while the points about
the facets. In addition, the reconstruction processes starting
from images were not easily automated while those from points
more possibly automated. More elaborate comparison results
are presented by Ackerman (1999), Baltsavias (1999), and
Schenk (1999). Hence, to benefit from such complementary
properties, it is more desirable to employ a fusion approach that
use both points and images simultaneously for building
reconstruction.
Based on the careful review on the research trends and the
needs of applications available now or to be flourished in future,
we argue that operational systems should be developed to
perform building reconstruction from images and points
acquired by close range sensors in interactive or nearlyautomatic ways. Hence, the purpose of this research was to
perform a pilot study toward the development of such systems.
We thus established a conceptual framework for such systems
and the core processes constituting the framework. We then
validated this proposed framework and processes by applying
them to reconstructing a building model from real data sets
acquired from a large complex existing building.
This paper introduces the proposed framework consisting of
two main stages, data acquisition and data processing in section
2. It then describes each stage in section 2 and 3, respectively.
Section 4 presents the experimental results from the application
to real data sets. Finally, this paper concludes with summary
and some remarks in section 5.
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Figure 1. Framework for generating precision building models from terrestrial sensory data.
2. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
We propose a framework to generate precision building models
from terrestrial sensory data. As shown in Fig. 1, this
framework includes two main stages, data acquisition and data
processing. Data acquisition involves collecting three types of
data about a target (a building). These data are surface points,
images, and reference points acquired by a laser scanner, a
digital camera, and a total station, respectively. Data processing
involves deriving a precision building model from these sensory
data. The model retains geometric information (shapes and
positions) in absolute coordinates with radiometric information
(texture).
3. DATA ACQUISITION
3.1 Sensor Overview
3.1.1 Laser Scanner: Using a laser scanner, we can acquire
numerous points densely sampled from the surfaces of a
building. The laser scanner transmits laser pulses to the target
and receives the return pulses reflected at a surface of the target.
It then computes the travelling time of a laser pulse and
converts it into the range between the scanner and the target.
The range is combined with the direction of the pulse recorded
by the scanner itself to generate three dimensional coordinates
of the point on the target at which the pulse is reflected. The
coordinates are expressed in a coordinate system fixed to the
laser scanner. The coordinate system depends on the orientation
and position of the scanner and thus is not an absolute
coordinate system fixed to the Earth.

3.1.3 Total Station: Using a total station, we can acquire the
accurate coordinates of reference points in an absolute
coordinate system. A prism rod is erected at each reference
point to facilitate a convenient measurement of its location
using the total station. The measured reference points should be
also identifiable from the point clouds and images acquired by
the laser scanner and digital camera so that they can be used for
geo-referencing these data.
3.2 Sensor Configuration
Sensor configuration considers positioning sensors and locating
reference points. A filed of view of a sensor is always limited
and thus the data set acquired at a position can cover only
partial area of a building. Hence, the sensors should be carefully
positioned so that the entire facets of the building can be
covered. Data sets obtained at adjacent positions should include
sufficient overlaps for their registration. Reference points are
located so that each data set can include four reference points
that do not lie on a straight line. Two points among them are
overlapped by an adjacent data set. Figure 2 shows an example
of sensor configuration, where the diamonds indicate the
locations of the laser scanner and digital camera and the
triangles those of the reference points.

3.1.2 Digital Camera: Using a digital camera, we can
acquire color images of a building. This camera is not
necessarily a metric camera retaining high resolution and
accuracy. A general purpose digital camera must be sufficient
since the images are used for obtaining only texture information.
To derive precise geometric information from the image, we
should first perform camera calibration processes. A promising
algorithm for the calibration is presented by Habib et. al. (2002).
Figure 2. An example of sensor configuration

4. DATA PROCESSING
Data processing for generating a precision building model from
the acquired sensory data involves two main processes,
registration and modelling.
4.1 Registration
Each data set is defined in its own local coordinate system. To
combine such data sets, we should determine the relationships
between the coordinate systems. Registration aims at defining
about an absolute coordinate system the local coordinate system
in which each data set (either laser scanner point clouds or
digital camera images) is expressed. Registration is based on
the reference points.
4.1.1 Mathematical model for registration of point
clouds: we establish a model graph for the point clouds
acquired at all the positions, as shown in Fig. 3. The model
graph includes each point cloud as a node and represents the
existence of overlap between two point clouds as an arc. Each
arc incorporate a transformation represented as Tij , which
establishes relationship between two coordinate systems in
which two point cloud are defined. It makes it possible to
convert a point cloud into the coordinate system of another
points and vice versa. The final goal of the registration is to
convert each point cloud into an absolute coordinate system
denoted as G. This transformation is denoted as TiG . Both
kinds of transformation, Tij and TiG are classified into 3D

4.1.2 Mathematical model for registration of images: we
establish a model graph for the images acquired at all the
positions, as shown in Fig. 4. The model graph includes each
image as a node and represents the existence of overlap
between two images as an arc. Each arc incorporate a
transformation represented as Rij , which establishes relative

orientation between two images (Ii, Ij). The final goal of the
registration is to establish the exterior orientation E iG between
each image and an absolute coordinate system. With the
exterior orientation, we determine where a point in the object
space appear in an image based on the collinearity equations
xi = x p − c ⋅

( X G − X O )r11 + (YG − YO )r12 + ( Z G − Z O )r13
( X G − X O )r31 + (YG − YO )r32 + ( Z G − Z O )r33

yi = y p − c ⋅

( X G − X O ) r21 + (YG − YO )r22 + ( Z G − Z O )r23
( X G − X O )r31 + (YG − YO )r32 + ( Z G − Z O )r33

where ( xi , y i ) is the image point corresponding to the ground
point ( xG , y G , z G ) defined in an absolute coordinate system;
( X O , YO , Z O ) are the coordinates of the position of the camera;

and (rij ) is an element of the rotational matrix composed by
three rotation angles (ω , φ , κ ) indicating the orientation of the
camera.
I1

similarity (or called rigid-body) transformation that have three
parameters for rotation, (ω , φ , κ ) and three parameters for
translation, ( xt , yt , z t ) ), defined as
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Figure 3. A model graph for point clouds
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Figure 4. A model graph for images
4.1.3 Parameter estimation using block adjustment: We
estimate the transformation parameters associated with the
registration of point clouds and images using block adjustment.
The main characteristic of the block adjustment is simultaneous
determination of the transformation parameters of the entire
data sets rather than sequential determination of the parameters
of each individual data set. We establish a set of non-linear
equations associated with the entire data sets. This set includes
the transformation parameters as unknowns and the coordinates
of some points in the data sets as observations. Some points
among the points used as observations are also measured by a
total station to provide their coordinates in an absolute ground
coordinates. These points serve as control points that relates the
data expressed in local coordinate systems to the ground
coordinate system. In case of the example in Fig. 2, four sets of
3D similarity transformation parameters for the point clouds
and four sets of exterior orientation for the images are to be
estimated.

4.2 Building Modelling

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Modelling aims at extracting a three dimensional precision
model of a building from the geometrically registered point
clouds and images. The overall modelling processes are
presented in Fig. 5. We first extract primitive features from the
raw data and produce derived features from the primitive
features. From points, we can extract patches by grouping
points into sets of spatially coherent points and derive edges by
intersecting each pair of adjacent patches. From images, we can
extract edges using an edge operator such as the Kenny operator
and derive patches by grouping the edges to construct closed
polygons. It is noticeable that the edges and patches can be
extracted independently from points and images. So, we can
refine the edges and patches by comparing those generated from
points with those from images. The refined edges and patches
are grouped into a polyhedron representing a geometric (shape)
model. Each facet of the polyhedron is draped with the texture
derived from images. This draped polyhedron is the final result
of these building modelling processes.

The proposed approach for data processing was not fully
implemented yet and hence only limited parts were verified
based on the relevant experiments. We summarize the results
from acquisition, processing (mainly focusing on registration)
and evaluation.
5.1 Test Site

Fig. 6 shows the building used for the experimental results. This
building comprises a complex structure that retains different
appearances for each side.

Particularly, extracting patches from points and grouping the
patches into polyhedron models are based on the three
dimensional perceptual organization processes developed by the
author in the previous research (Lee and Schenk, 2001a; Lee
and Schenk, 2001b; Lee and Schenk, 2002; Lee, 2002).
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Figure 5. The overall processes of building modelling

We used a terrestrial laser scanner (mode number: ILRIS-3D)
manufactured by Optech. Its main specifications are
summarized in Table 1. Based on these specifications, we
expected about ± 10 mm of accuracy for the acquired point
coordinates.
Maximum range
Range resolution
Spot size
Spot spacing
Spot position
accuracy
Field of view
Data sample rate

To 4 % target
To 20 % target
@ 50 m
@ 50 m
X-Y @ 50 m
Z @ 50 m

350 m
800 m
10 mm
15 mm
<10 mm
±7 mm
±10 mm
40° (±20°)
2,000 pts/s

Table 1. Main specifications of the laser scanner (ILRIS-3D)

The acquisition results are summarized in Table 2. We scanned
the building at 44 different positions, covering the entire
building facets with a nominal point spacing of about 6 cm and
providing more than six million points.
Number of point clouds
Average point spacing
Average range
Number of points
File Size

44
5.96 cm
38.39 m
6,454,580
100.5 MB

Table 2. Main specifications of the laser scanner (ILRIS-3D)
5.3 Processing Results

The registration results are presented. The 44 sets acquired at
different positions were integrated using the registration
processes. The integrated set is shown in Figure 7. The
residuals resulted from the registration are partially presented in
Figure 8, where the magnitudes are encoded with the colors.
Most of residuals are within the acceptable range, ± 10 mm.

5.4 Evaluation Results

We evaluated the derived polyhedron model resulted from the
acquisition and processing processes by comparing the model
with the original planning model of the building. A floor plan
was extracted from each model, as shown in Figure 9. We
compared the length of every corresponding straight segment.
The histogram of the differences in lengths resulted from this
comparison is shown in Figure 10. The standard deviation of
the differences is about ± 37 cm. This magnitude is much larger
than the value (± 1 cm) we expect based on the specifications of
the laser scanner. This indicates that the differences originate
from other sources than the random errors associated with the
laser scanner measurements. Also, this implies that there are
significant differences between the planning model and derived
model. To clarify which one is correct, we directly measured
three segments (2, 3, 4) using a total station. These results are
described in Table 3. Every difference between that from the
derived model and that from the total station is less than 5 cm.
The values from the derived model are more consistent with the
total station results than those from the planning model. This is
reasonable observations since the planning model is not usually
perfectly kept during the construction of a building.
Furthermore, three segments (14, 16, 34) noticeably show the
difference of larger than 1 m, as indicated in Figure 10. This
must be also due to the construction errors.
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Figure 7. Registered point clouds (Integration of 44 sets)
Figure 9. Comparison of the floor plan extracted from the
derived model (red solid polygon) with that from the planning
model (blue dashed polygon)
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Figure 10. Histogram of differences in the lengths of segments

No.
2
3
4

Planning
Model
9,975
7,500
10,350

Derived
Model
10,013
7,344
10,404

Total
Station
10,030
7,390
10,400

Table 3. Comparison of lengths of three segments (unit: mm)
6. CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a conceptual framework and the core processes
for building reconstruction from images and points acquired by
close range sensors. The core processes were then partially
implemented and applied to real data sets to evaluate the
proposed framework and processes. The evaluation results
support the promising performance of the proposed processes in
terms of the precision and accuracy of the derived building
models.
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